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Abstract. Finding relevant research works from the large number of
published articles has become a nontrivial problem. In this paper, we
consider the problem of citation recommendation where the query is a
set of seed papers. Collaborative filtering and PaperRank are classical
approaches for this task. Previous work has shown PaperRank achieves
better recommendation in experiments. However, the running time of
PaperRank typically depends on the size of input graph and thus tends
to be expensive. Here we explore LocRank, a local ranking method on
the subgraph induced by the ego network of the vertices in the query. We
experimentally demonstrate that LocRank is as effective as PaperRank
while being 15x faster than PaperRank and 6x faster than collaborative
filtering.

1 Introduction

Scientists around the world have published tens of millions of research papers,
and the number of new papers has been increasing with time. At the same
time, literature search became an essential task performed daily by thousands
of researcher around the world. Finding relevant research works from the large
number of published articles has become a nontrivial problem.

There are several developed paper recommendation systems based on key-
words, such as Google Scholar or Mendeley. However, the drawbacks of keyword
based systems are obvious: first of all, the vocabulary gap between the query
and the relevant documents might result in poor performance; moreover, a sim-
ple string of keywords might not be enough to convey the information needs of
researchers. There are many cases where a keyword query is either over broad,
returning many articles that are loosely relevant to what the researcher actual
need, or too narrow, filtering many potentially relevant articles out or returning
nothing at all.

Researchers have devoted efforts on citation recommendation based on a set
of seed papers [1–10], which can avoid above mentioned problems. Intuitively,
most approaches rely on the citation graph to recommend relevant papers. In
general, there are two classic frameworks: collaborative filtering (CF) [1, 2] and
random walk with restart [3, 7, 9], of which PaperRank [3] is the most represen-
tative work. The different approaches to recommending academic papers have
been extensively surveyed [11].
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Previous work has shown PaperRank achieves better performance on recall
than CF, while CF is more efficient. The running time of PaperRank typically
depends on the size of input graph and thus tends to be more expensive. Collab-
orative filtering essentially computes the weighted co-citation relationships and
thus does not need to take the global graph into account. However, for a practi-
cal citation recommendation system, both quality and speed of recommendation
are important.

To this end, we explore LocRank, a local method of which the running time
depends on the size of the local subgraph of the query. Experiments demon-
strate the LocRank provide recommendation of comparable quality to Paper-
Rank; however, LocRank is 15x faster than PaperRank and 6x faster than CF.

2 A Local Ranking Method

2.1 Citation Recommendation

Let G = (V,E) be the citation graph, with n papers V = {v1, . . . , vn}. In G,
each edge e ∈ E represents a citation relationship between two papers. We
use Ref(v) and Cit(v) to denote the reference set of and citation set to v,
respectively. And Adj(v) is used to denote the union of Ref(v) and Cit(v). We
will use an superscript denoting the graph used when it is not obvious.

In this paper, we focus on the citation recommendation problem assuming
that researchers already know a set of relevant papers; this assumption is not
uncommon and is made by systems such as theAdvisor [9]. Therefore, the rec-
ommendation task can be formalized as:

Citation Recommendation. Given a set of seed papers S as a query, return a
list of papers ranked by relevance to the ones in S.

Collaborative Filtering [1] has been proven to be an effective idea for most
recommendation problems. For citation recommendation, a ratings matrix is
built using the adjacent matrix of citation graph, where citing papers corre-
spond to users and citations correspond to items. A pseudo target paper that
cites all seed papers is added to the matrix. Then, CF computes the cosine sim-
ilarity of all papers with the target paper and identify x peer papers, having the
highest similarity to the target paper. Then each paper is scored by summing
the similarity of the peer paper that cites it.

PaperRank [3] is a biased random walk proposed to recommend papers based
on citation graph. In particular, the restarts probability from any paper will be
distributed to only the seed papers.

2.2 LocRank

In general, PaperRank tends to find those papers which are “close” to the seeds
and have high eigenvector centralities. Collaborative filtering essentially focuses
on a local co-citation relationships of seeds papers. Now we present LocRank,
a method that can provide high quality recommendations at low computational
cost.
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We define a local induced subgraph of a query q: Gq = (Vq, Eq), where Vq

contains all nodes in S and any node which is a neighbor of at least one seed
paper:

Vq = S ∪ Sn

where Sn denotes

Sn =
⋃
s∈S

{v : v ∈ Adj(s)}

Eq remains all citation relationships between nodes in Vq. In other words, Gq is
the subgraph induced by the distance 1 neighborhood of the seed papers.

Given the induced subgraph Gq, LocRank computes a random walk on Gq.
It assumes a random walker in paper v continues to a neighbor with a damping
factor d, and with probability (1 − d) it restarts at one of the seed papers in
S. The edges are followed proportionally to the weight of that edge wji which
is often set to 1, but can be set to the number of time paper i is referenced by
paper j.

R(vi) = (1− d)
1

|S|
+ d×

∑
vj∈AdjGq (vi)

wji∑
vk∈AdjGq (vj)

wjk
R(vj)

After convergence, LocRank returns papers based on R(v), v ∈ Sn.

3 Expriments

3.1 Data Preparation

There are many publicly available academic data sets. However, none of them is
perfect for the citation recommendation task. For instance, Microsoft Academic
Graph1 [12] contains abundant information from various disciplines but it is
fairly noisy: some important attributes are missing or wrong. In contrast, the
records in DBLP are much more reliable although it does not contain citation
information.

To obtain a clean and comprehensive academic dataset, we match Microsoft
Academic Graph, CiteSeerX2 and DBLP3 [13] datasets through DOI and titles
for their complementary advantages. In this way, we derive a corpus of Computer
Science papers consisting of 2,035,246 Papers and 12,439,090 Citations.

3.2 Experiment Setup

In order to simulate the typical usecase where a researcher is writing a paper
and tries to find some more references, we design the random-hide experiment.

1 https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/project/

microsoft-academic-graph/
2 http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/
3 http://dblp.uni-trier.de/xml/
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First of all, a query paper q with 20 to 200 references and published between
2005 to 2010 is randomly (uniformly) selected from the dataset. We then remove
the query paper q and all papers published after q from the citation graph to
simulate the time when the query paper was being written. Instead of using hide-
one strategy [1, 2], we randomly hide 10% of the references and place them in
the hidden set. This set of hidden papers is used as ground truth to recommend.
The remaining papers are used as the set of seed papers.

For evaluating effectiveness of recommendation algorithm, we use recall@k,
the ratio of hidden papers appearing in top k of the recommended list. Following
results are based on the performance for 2,500 independent randomly selected
queries.

The codes are written in C++. The graphs are represented in Compressed
Row Storage format for compact storage. The codes are compiled with g++
4.8.2 with option -O3. The codes are run on 1 core of an Intel(R) Xeon CPU
E-5-2623 @ 3.00GHz processor.

3.3 Results on Effciency

Table 1: Performance on Effciency (in second)
Method Mean Runtime 95% Confidence Interval

CF 1.0070 1.0067 1.0073
PaperRank 2.4796 2.4621 2.4972
LocRank 0.1674 0.1671 0.1677

Table 1 shows the average runtime for a single query and the 95% confidence
intervals. In general, LocRank is around 15x faster than PaperRank and even
6x faster than CF. We compare LocRank with PaperRank and CF respectively
as follows.

LocRank vs PaperRank Basically, LocRank is much faster than Paper-
Rank because of the following two reasons: First of all, LocRank is a ranking
method of which the runtime only depends on the size of local induced graph,
while PaperRank is a global ranking method; Secondly, a local induced graph
tends to have a smaller diameter, which means LocRank can reach the conver-
gence within less iterations.

LocRank vs CF Although LocRank and CF are both local approaches
for citation recommendation, CF needs to sort the neighbors based on their
similarities with the pseudo target paper for each query.

From the confidence interval in Table 1, it is easy to see that the standard
deviation of runtime of PaperRank is larger. This is because we remove the query
paper q and all papers published after q from the citation graph to simulate the
time when the query paper was being written, so the size of the global graph
is different for queries with different publication date. In Figure 1, we show the
runtime for 100 randomly sampled independent queries. The fluctuations in the
runtime of PaperRank corresponds its larger standard deviation.
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Fig. 1: Runtime for 100 instance queries

3.4 Results on Effectiveness

Although LocRank is a ranking method on local induced graph, the quality
of recommendation of LocRank is competitive with classical methods. Table 2
shows the results on mean recall of 2,500 independent queries. 95% confidence
interval at top 50 demonstrates the difference between PaperRank and LocRank
is not statistically significant, while LocRank and PaperRank are statistically
significantly better than CF.

Table 2: Performance on Recall
Method @10 @20 @30 @40 @50 95% Confidence Interval@50

CF 0.1894 0.2669 0.3158 0.3597 0.3917 0.3775 0.4059
PaperRank 0.2344 0.3260 0.3895 0.4360 0.4715 0.4573 0.4857
LocRank 0.2395 0.3281 0.3900 0.4338 0.4679 0.4537 0.4821

Essentially, the LocRank is a tradeoff between the upper bound of recall
and the efficiency. It turns out that LocRank has an equivalent ability to find
hidden papers as PaperRank, which demonstrates that many findable hidden
papers are actually neighbors of seed papers. Even though PaperRank could
find 100% of the hidden paper, it is reasonable that the hidden papers that
are not directly connected to a seed paper are hard to find for current citation
recommendation systems. Some recent work has shown that popular methods
are poor to find loosely connected hidden papers [10]. There are many reasons
that can result in this phenomenon. For example, a machine learning paper will
typically cite previous works on the same problem, at the same time, it is likely to
cite a bioinformatics paper to demonstrate the wide applications of the proposed
method. In this case, it is hard to infer this bioinformatics paper based on the
rest of references.
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4 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper explores LocRank, a local method for recommending paper in a
citation recommendation problem. The runtime of LocRank depends on the size
of the local subgraph of the query. Experiments show that LocRank is 15x faster
than PaperRank and 6x faster than CF. At the same time, the performance on
recall demonstrates that LocRank is still as effective as PaperRank, and better
than CF. In the future, it would be interesting to investigate other local methods
that can achieve cheerful performance on both efficiency and effectiveness. In
particular closeness centrality and k-core decomposition of the local graph seems
relevant and easy to compute.
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